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BOLYAI JANOS. [JOHN BOLYAI.] 

BY GEORG-E BRUCE HALSTED. 

OR human thought, for culture, for intellectual freedom, for philosophy it 
is impossible to overestimnate the tremendous importance of the non- 
Euclidean Geomnetry. The life of Bolyai JAnos will therefore possess 
imperishable interest for mankind. 
He was born December 15th, 1802, at KolozsvAr. His mother, Benk'o 

ZsuzsAnna, gifted, beautiful, imaginiative, was devoted to her son. - His father, 
Bolyai Farkas, whose biography is given in Vol. III., No 1., of this MONTHLY, 

declared the son a marvel, a wonder-child. 
Yet until long after both father and son had died, not one published word, 

except from the father, ever called the slightest attention to an achievemnent of 
genius by the son so far-reaching, so profound as to modify all present and future 
thought. 

Yet the neglected JAnos had the just appreciation given to genius of its 
own work. Speaking once of his own early youth he says: "The fore-knowl- 
edge was withheld from me that I should perfect the theory of mathematics and 
in this way bless the hunman race." In the great chest at Maros-VassArhely 
wherein his papers are preserved I found an autobiographic fragment whick speaks 
of him as "the phoenix of Euclid."7 Yet no picture of him is known to exist, and 
I deemed it a discovery of interest to find from his passport that his eyes were 
blue. 
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From childhood great pains were taken with his education. The brigthest 
of his father's students taught him, except in mathematics, where the father him- 
self was his teacher. His progress. in mathematics was so lightning-quick, that, 
as his father often related, he waited not for the proof of the theorem or the solu- 
Lion of the problem, but gave them himself. "Like a denmon sprang he on before 
me," says the father, "and bade ne go further." 

At twelve years of age he passed the "Rigorosumn" covering six gymnasial 
classes, and a.ccording to the usage of that tite became a "student." At -this 
examination his translations frolD Magyar into Latin were written in the style of 
Tacitus, gaining the professor's unstinted praise. 

Janos was two years a "student," or rather he for two years attended the 
college to play checkers. He was rarely present at the lectures. At the approach 
of the winter examinations, the professor of history, John Antal, later bishop of 
the reformned church, complainied of him to his father. The father called up the 
idler and gave him sorne good advice, which he did niot take. He went up to the 
examinetion after glancinig through the lectures, and answered beautifully. 
Whatever and however much he was asked, he was always fully prepared. 

Just so in the next semester he carried on his checker-playing ; but nlow 
the professor said nothing, and again- the examination was a brilliant success. 

When the father was sick he sent his soni to teach the college classes in 
his stead ; and thb students preferred the teachinig of the thirteen-year-old Janos 
to that of the father-they got more out of it. Even in his twelfth year 
he played the violin so well, that he was able to execute the most difficult pieces 
at sight. 

At that time was given perhaps the first opera in Maros-Vasarhely. At 
the presentation the blind composer was there. A young Saxon played first vio- 
lin, Janos second. During lhe representation a string broke on the violin of the 
prima, the Saxon. They exchanged the notes, and the child Jainos played at 
sight first violin. The blind composer, who had hitherto been dissatisfied, cried 
out, "Bravo! nowl the prima dominates ! 

At the age of fifteeni Jannos wvent away to the great Engineering Academy 
in Austria. Not long after, the Archduke John visited the Academy as inspector, 
and asked that some of the new students be called upon. When the choice fell 
on young Bolyai, he quickly worked out the problem given by the Professor, anid 
went on to the next, and so on. The Archduke was astonished at the genius of 
the youth, interrupted him with praises, and said to the Professor, "The other 
students should be put under this one; he knows more thani the whole class." 

After this, Magnates came from Erdely came to Vienna. At an audience 
with the Archduke he told them what a perfect genius of a boy from Erdely was 
at the Academy. He asked if they knew his father. They answered, the father 
was also a genius anid their friend. The Archduke sent him word that he was 
delighted with his son, who if he would behave himrself might count oln a great 
career. Janos finished the five years colurse with the highest distinction, and at 
twenty entered as Cadet the Engineering Corps. At twenty-one he was Lieuten- 
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ant. In the whole army he was the first as mathematician, first as violinist, but 
also first with his sabre. He fought duels continually, several with fatal ending, 
he always victor. Once he was challenged by thirteen officers of a cavalry regi- 
ment. He accepted all with the condition that he was to be allowed to play a 
piece on his violitn after every two duels. As always he was victor in all. 

His conduct was haughty. But remember, in less than three months from 
his graduationi he had, as he says in his letter of November 3d, 1823, "fro noth- 
ing created another wholly new world." He had solved the problemt of the ages, 
the problemn of parallels, and had made a new kind of universal space. 

In August, 1823, he was graduated at the royal Engineering Academy as 
Underlieutenant, and ordered for service to Temesvar. He left Vielnna on Sep- 
temnber 17th and arrived at Temesvair on September 30th. His extraordinary 
creation falls thus in the very first month of his service, and befo.re his twenty- 
first birthday. 

The splendid yonth, who knew that he had succeeded where the 
very greatest of his predecessors on earth had failed, could scarcely have been 
expected to submit to any affront. His sabre was ready for whoever wished to 
imnpale himself. 

Franz Schmidt has preserved a glimpse of Jainos at TemesvAr in the story 
often told himi by his father, Anton Schmidt, of a young officers of engineers with 
whom he feared to come in contact, who to prove the might of his arm anid the 
temnper of his Damascus blade, was accustomed to show his visitors how with one 
blow he could cut off a heavy lnail driven into his door-post. But not even this 
trenchaint blade could open any brain about him to appreciation of his immortal 
achievement. 

Only his father knew and publicly declared what he had donie. 
JUnos has left oln record that it was in the Engineering Academy that he 

began to investigate the properties of the line everywhere equidistant froin a 
straight line, on the hypothesis that it was not straight, and on that investigation 
corresponded with his father in 1820. But not until 1823 did he completely pen- 
etrate and master the whole subject. He wrote out a treatise on the subject, 
which in 1825 he transmitted to his former professor Johann Wolter von 
Eckwehr. 

His father Bolyai Farkas induced him to translate this into Latinr and is- 
sue it as an Appendix to the first volume of the father's "Tentamen." It was 
printed separately and appeared before the volunme with which it was afterward 
bound up. 

After years, 1843, in the second editioni of his Arithmetic (in Magyar) the 
father says "The Appendix is a work worth whole folios. It is to the true 
geometer a work beautiful, necessary, original, colossal. How many thinkers 
have even up to the latest time enideavored in vain to make sure the one founda- 
tion of the edifice of Euclidean geometry ? In the mentioned work is built up an 
absolute and for all cases true geometry. Few have appreciated its worth, yet it 
is in one word a true classic.." 
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After mnore than half a century the world has come tb that opinion. Says 
F. S. Macauley in 1897, "I was simply fascitnated with your translationl of Bol- 
yai's 'Science Absolute' when I first read it, as indeed almost any one would be 
who comes across it." 

A NEW SOLUTION OF THE CUBIC EQUATION. 

By DR. L. E. DICKSON. 

The mnethod here suggested is analogous to that used by Ferrari in solvinlg 
the biquiadratic. I multiplyAthe reduced cubic by x-c and determine c so that 
the resolvent cubic shall be binomial. Thus, adding (ax+b)2 to each member of 

(x-c)(X3 +px+q)=O 
and requiring the new equation to take the form 

(1) [x2-(c/2)x+X+(p/6)]2--(ax+b)2 

we have the conditions on a, b, A.: 

a2 2X + ic2 - ip 

(2) 2ab-=-cA+gcp-q 

b2=(X+*p)2 i qc. 
Since c is a root of (1), we may set 

(3) ice +A. ?p==ac? h, 
limiting ourselves to one of the two sets of values for a and b in terms of X and c. 
Equating the two values for 4a2b2 given by (2), we reach the resolvent cubic for 
A in reduced fornm 

(4) 8X8+2X(3oq+C2p-ip2)+(q(,-3_pq_q2- p2C2 -p.3)=O. 

Its discriminanit is found to be 

R(C3 +?C+ q)2 where R-fq2 +27p3 

is the discriminant of the given cubic. 
The coefficient of 2X in (4) vanishes for 

(5) lpc--q+ IR, 

whenlce C3+pc+q-- p?l. (-4q+j/'R). 

Hence, if we determine c by (5) the cubic (4) becomes 

(6) 8A -q(c3 +pc+ q)+ ( p) (i q+I/R). 
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